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The USDINR pair made a flat opening at 74.54 levels and traded in the range

of 74.51-74.66 with a sideways bias. The pair finally closed the day at 74.56

levels. The rupee remained weak against the US dollar because public sector

banks bought the US unit persistently, likely on behalf of the RBI. The

central bank is said to have consistently intervened in the spot market for

the last few days to prevent the rupee from appreciating beyond the

psychological level of 74.00 a dollar. Some banks were said to have placed

their bets in favour of the dollar after they noted a firm US unit globally. This

dragged the rupee down to 74.66 a dollar. The premium on dollar/rupee

forwards contracts was slightly higher today because some state-owned

banks purchased forward dollars, likely on behalf of the RBI. Bank of Japan

kept interest rate targets unchanged. BoJ also cut the current fiscal year's

growth forecast as new emergency curbs to combat the pandemic hurt

consumption, reinforcing expectations that it will lag global counterparts in

dialing back its massive stimulus. The BOJ sharply revised up its consumer

inflation forecast for the current fiscal year to 0.6% from 0.1% due in large

part due to recent rises in energy costs and commodities prices. Eurozone

CPI was finalized at 1.9% yoy in June, down from May’s 2.0% yoy. The RBI

set the reference rate for USDINR at 74.62 levels. India's Foreign exchange

reserves stood at USD 611.90 billion, up by USD 1.88 billion on the week

ended on 9th July.

The key domestic equity indices ended

the day almost flat. The Nifty managed to

float above the 15,900 marks. The

Pharma and realty shares were in

demand while IT and banks shares

recorded corrections. The Sensex slipped

by 0.04% to close at 53,140 while the

Nifty 50 index lost 0.01% to settle at

15,923. The broader markets

outperformed the benchmark indices. The

BSE mid-cap index gained by 0.45%

while BSE small-cap index added 0.38%.
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The USDINR pair has closed the trading

session at 74.56 levels. Immediate

resistance to be around 74.81 levels

which is the upper Bollinger band. On the

flipside, the immediate support will be at

the 74.43 levels.
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● Dollar Rupee Month End Forward Premium

● Market Activity ● Institutional Activity

Equity Debt Hybrid Total

Jan 19473 -4824 -17 14632

Feb 25787 -2124 350 24013

Mar 10482 6822 -281 17023

April -9659 224 599 -8836

May -2954 288 709 -1957

June 17215 -3946 -295 12974

July -4515 3033 -35 -1517

Total 55829 -527 1030 56332

* updated as on 16-July-2021

● Commodity Activity ● Rupee Counterpair data

Last % Change Open High Low Close

1822.71 -0.36 USDINR 74.54 74.66 74.51 74.56

26.10 -0.81 EURINR 87.98 88.16 87.98 88.03

71.92 0.38 GBPINR 102.91 103.37 102.89 103.00

92.61 -0.01 CHFINR 81.14 81.28 81.06 81.12

JPYINR 67.87 67.92 67.68 67.68
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Forward Premia

Closing

Market At Glance

Key rates

74.50 strike (July)

74.50 strike (July)

Highest OI for Put

WTI Crude ($/brl)

Focus to be on the US Retail Sales data 

European stocks rose on as travel stocks rebounded after posting sharp losses

this week, while a batch of upbeat earnings reports overshadowed concerns

about rising cases of Delta variant. US stock futures rose as investors awaited

more earnings figures from major companies and digested comments from

Powell, who said the Federal Reserve will keep up its support for the economy.

Investors remain somewhat stumped by the fall in yields at a time when

inflation has surged in economies across the world, eroding the value of bonds'

fixed payments.
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6.13%

Dollar Index

The Evening Sunshine

Highest OI for Call

Nifty

India 10y bond yield

0.24%1 Year Libor

Gold ($/ounce)

Silver ($/ounce)

15923 (-0.80)

USDINR closing rate

US 10y bond yield

74.71USDINR future(July)

INR crores 
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1.32%
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While every effort has been made to ensure that the data quoted and used for the research behind this document is reliable, there is no 

guarantee that it is correct, and IFA Global can accept no liability whatsoever in respect of any errors or omissions, or regarding the 
accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information contained herein. This document does not constitute a recommendation to sell 

and/or buy any financial products and is not to be considered as a solicitation and/or an offer to enter into any transaction. This document 
is a piece of economic research and is not intended to constitute investment advice, nor to solicit dealing in securities or in any other kind 

of investments. Although every investment involves some degree of risk, the risk of loss trading off-exchange forex contracts can be 
substantial. Therefore if you are considering trading in this market, you should be aware of the risks associated with this product so you 
can make an informed decision prior to investing. The material presented here is not to be construed as trading advice or strategy. IFA 
Global makes a strong effort to use reliable, expansive information, but we make no representation that it is accurate or complete. In 

addition, we have no obligation to notify you when opinions or data in this material change. Any prices stated in this report are for 
information purposes only and do not represent valuations for individual securities or other instruments.


